ACTIVITY TOYS

LEARNING FUN

G. L. JOE®

Select the battle situation from 60
difficult situations all over the world,
then choose the equipment you think
you’ll need to get the job done.
Choose from a number of weapons
in your well-stocked arsenal and get
ready for the action. Pay special
attention to your weaponry and
strategy, and complete the mission
first and fastest. Then, you have
to re-arm and try another battle play.

9 TO 5 TYPING®

Pull up the virtual keyboard,
click on the keys, and type.

EPXY

EPXY has a unique line of computer software that offers a full spectrum of exciting games. We call them "Strategy games for the action games player," because they are designed to challenge your mind as well as your reflexes.

Whatever your preference in computer games, EPXY has it. Experience new dimensions in adventure, action, and learning with...

ACTION-STRATEGY GAMES...

STRATEGY GAMES...

COMPUTER ACTIVITY TOYS...

EPXY CODING...

FUN WITH ART

This learning "game" transfers the painter and his brush to the video screen with amusing results. You can choose from twenty-six pre-designs, copy them in your own special style and modify playing options to make the game your own and create for an artist of any age.

ACTION STRATEGY LEARNING

LEARNING FUN...

A creative line of educational games that teach as well as entertain. Put your brain to the test playing the fast paced competitive trivia game, JAX. Enjoy all the fun of the movie while perfecting your typing skills in 9 TO 5 TYPING.

Have fun and learn at the same time, that’s why we call them LEARNING FUN GAMES.

All EPXY games carry coding symbols to let you know whether the game emphasizes strategy, action or learning. Just count the number of Thimbles, Jinks and Mortarboards in the game code.


So hold on to your joystick, and let EPXY take you farther than you’ve ever been before!
TEMPLE OF APSAMII 

The player assumes the role of a skilled

warrior, victorious most of the time, in

adventure games, your character's

strengths and abilities are constantly

upgraded to suit your needs. In addition,

character development includes gaining

experience points, increasing skill levels,

acquiring new weapons and armor, and

mastering new spells and magic.

ROBOTS OF DAWN

In this game, you'll battle robots and

defend the earth. You play as a special

agent sent by the United Nations to

combat the alien threat. The game

features fast-paced action and

strategy. You'll need to use

intelligence and skill to defeat the

enemies and save the world.

OIL BARONS

Based on the best-selling book series by

Alistair MacLean, Oil Barons is a

strategy game that simulates the

business of oil exploration, production,

and trade. You'll need to

manipulate prices and control the

market to succeed.

SUMMER GAMES

You are a professional athlete, competing in

the world's most prestigious athletic games.

The game includes a wide range of

events, from track and field to basketball,

swimming, and diving. You'll need to

master your skills and strategy to win.

STAR WARRIOR

In this game, you become a warrior

and embark on a quest to save the

world from evil. You'll need to

master various weapons and

abilities to win.

CRUSH, CRUMBLE & CHIMP

You play as a skilled

architectural engineer and

undertake a variety of

projects to build

unique structures.

JUMPAM

Old Jumper's quick reflexes and

ninja-like abilities are tested

in this game. You'll need to

jump and avoid obstacles to

reach the finish line.

SILICON WARRIOR

You are a hero

in the midst of a

science fiction

tale. You'll need to

solve puzzles and

defeat enemies to

reach your goals.

JUMPAM JUNIOR

An exciting

adventure game

in which you

play as a

young hero.

Lunar Outpost

You are a skilled

engineer and

your mission is to

build a space

station on the

Luna.

Pitstop

The famous race that gives you

a chance to test your skills

against your opponents. You

drive your car through

various terrains, from

mountains to deserts,

and try to reach the

finishing line as

fast as possible.

GATEWAY TO APSAMII

It's easy to lose your way in the

dark and complex

environment leading to

the Temple. Game

situations are

uncertain, and you

need to use

your wits to

overcome obstacles

and progress.

UPPER REACHES OF APSAMII

The game provides extensive

imagery for the

TEMPLE OF APSAMII, complete with

environmental graphics, levels, and

puzzles. You must

navigate through

complex environments.

SWORD OF FARGANO

In this game, you

become a hero

and embark on

different

quests.

CURSE OF RA

Add to the challenge of the

TRIUMPH OF APSAMII with

this game. It features

a new set of

enemies and

puzzles.

FIELD OF DUNES

Battles are

fierce and

strategic. You

need to

make strategic

decisions.

WILLING, UNCONQUERABLE

With your mighty

sword, you can

overcome any

opponent.

JUMPAM

Jump and

avoid obstacles

to reach the

finish line.

Pool

Swimming

and diving

competitions.

JUMPAM JUNIOR

A fun and

educational

adventure game.

Lunar Outpost

Building a

space station.

Pitstop

A thrilling

race that

tests your

skills.

GATEWAY TO APSAMII

Navigating the

dark and

complex

environment.